
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Career Opportunities 
 
There’s much to do ahead of launch.  Bespoke facilities are being prepared at STV’s Fountainbridge 
Edinburgh office, we are hiring up to 12 new posts across editorial and technical roles and work is already 
underway to develop our first programmes.  This is a rare opportunity to build a brand new television 
channel from scratch. If you love Edinburgh as much as we do and think you have what it takes, we’d love 
to hear from you. 
 

PROGRAMME PRODUCERS (MPD000P3) 
 
We are looking for creative and talented Programme Producers with the ability to combine original ideas, 
confident editorial strategy and developed production skills.  Drawing on your experience and working with 
editorial, technical and commercial stakeholders, you will be responsible for the planning, preparation and 
production of STV Edinburgh’s daily live programming.  You will have a proven track record in producing 
programmes in a live production gallery, managing production teams and constructing features, 
entertainment and news stories.  You’ll bring a passion for engaging content to every aspect of the role. 
Basic camera and editing experience preferred. 
 

PRESENTER/REPORTERS (MPN000P2) 
 
Could you be the new face of STV Edinburgh?  This is an incredible opportunity to join us from channel 
launch and help shape our direction.  You will be at the forefront of engaging our consumers, presenting 
live studio programmes and location presenting/reporting.  You will have first-class interpersonal and 
communication skills with the ability to connect with both guests and audiences. Basic camera and editing 
experience preferred. 
 

REPORTER/VJ (MSJ000P2)  
 
As a Reporter/VJ for STV Edinburgh, you will produce daily features, report and present material for pre-
recorded packages and live programming.  You will have demonstrable related journalism experience 
gained within a broadcast environment, including experience of live presenting, reporting and producing 
content for multi platforms.  Ability to shoot and edit video footage whilst on location is essential. 
 

VJ CAMERA/EDIT (MPO000P1) 
 
Do you shoot, edit and have a passion for programme making? The programme Video Journalists will be 
self-starters, working in small teams on a tight schedule, shooting and editing pre-recorded programmes 
and packaging feature video content.  You will have a proven track record in self shooting quality video 
content operating camcorders, DSLR cameras, desk-top editing and demonstrable passion for programme 
making. You’ll work across a range of output from interviews to recording live music performance. An 
understanding of producing content to tight deadlines is essential.  
 

 
 

STV Edinburgh is a new TV 
channel launching on Freeview, 
Sky and Virgin in January 2015. 
For the first time there will be a 
TV channel dedicated solely to 
reporting and celebrating             
the stories, characters, voices, 
organisations, places and events 
that make up life in the City of 
Edinburgh.  



STUDIO PA/RUNNER (MPD010P1) 
 
The Studio PA/Runner will be responsible for assisting with the production of live gallery programming, 
including programme timings, managing running orders, scripts and programme administration.  Related 
experience in a live gallery environment is desirable, including knowledge and understanding of live TV 
production processes. This post requires the ability to thrive in a fast paced environment, including strong 
numeracy, organisational and problem solving skills.  
 

PROGRAMME RESEARCHER (MPD030P1) 
 
You will be able to identify and research the main stories of the day, build features and persuade guests to 
appear on STV Edinburgh.  The Programme Researcher will organise, plan and research stories for the 
daily live programme, and will assist the Producers in coordinating successful delivery of the show. You will 
already be working in live TV or radio programming and demonstrate a clear understanding of how live 
programmes work.  Basic camera and editing experience preferred. 

 
PROGRAMME RUNNER (AAS700U1) 
 
Working as Programme Runner you will be right at the heart of STV Edinburgh, providing an essential 
support role to the production team in an incredibly fast paced and creative environment.  You will deliver 
daily administrative support to the Production desk, floor running in-studio as required, and will ideally 
have relevant related experience in a similar role within a broadcast media production environment. An 
interest in camera and editing preferred. 
 

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR (MPD020P3)  
 
You will work closely with the producer and editorial team to deliver high standard broadcasts.  The 
Technical Director is the senior technical role in gallery, responsible for directing and vision mixing 
programmes.   You will have extensive experience of live and recorded studio directing and vision mixing 
gained in a broadcast gallery environment. 
 

TECHNICAL OPERATORS (MPO000T1) 
 
The Technical Operator will operate the technical facilities required to produce the daily programmes for 
STV Edinburgh. You will have an HND/Degree in Television Operation/Engineering or equivalent, and 
demonstrable relevant experience of broadcast operational disciplines gained in a live television gallery 
environment. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Want to be part of it? Apply now. 
 

For all roles (excluding Technical Director and Technical Operator), applicants are invited to submit a 

ONE MINUTE VIDEO (YouTube or Vimeo) about you and the skills you can offer STV Edinburgh. An 

accompanying one page CV and covering letter should also be provided.  Applications can be sent to 
hr@stv.tv, stating clearly the role being applied for. 
 
Applications for Technical Director and Technical Operator, should be made by full CV and covering letter 
to hr@stv.tv, there is no requirement to submit a one minute video for these posts. 
 
All roles are based at STV’s Fountainbridge office in Edinburgh and attract a competitive salary and 
benefits package.  Please note, some roles require shift working across evenings and weekends. 
 
Visit www.stvplc.tv/careers for further information.  
 
CLOSING DATE: 08 August 2014 - early applications are encouraged.   
Please note, applications will not be viewed until after the closing date.  Due to the high volume of 
applicants, only those candidates shortlisted for interview will receive further correspondence.  Should 
your application not be shortlisted, we thank you for your interest in STV Edinburgh and hope you will 
tune in for our launch in January 2015.  STV Group plc is committed to equality of opportunity for all. 
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